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Editorial

Vaccines against HIV

QJM

In the past, empiricism has played a large part in
devising new vaccines: effective vaccines have often
resulted, in the absence of a precise understanding of
how they work. It was accepted by most people that
devising vaccines against human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) might be different and would require a
detailed knowledge of the biology of the virus, and of
the natural course of infection. However, few can
have foreseen just how difficult the path to an effect-
ive vaccine would prove to be. Here we briefly
review the current state of the effort to produce an
effective vaccine for HIV.

HIV belongs to the Lentivirus family of retroviruses,
which typically establish persistent infections that
may lead to slowly progressive disease.1'2 In addition
to the genes for the envelope protein (env), gag pre-
cursor and polymerase which all retroviruses carry,
lentiretrovirus genomes also code for about five regu-
latory proteins whose function is the subject of
intense study. These viruses show substantial genetic
diversity, especially within the envelope protein, as a
result of mutations which arise during reverse tran-
scription of the viral genome. Thus an HIV-infected
individual acquires a heterogeneous mixture of

related but subtly different virus variants which
evolves through time;3 treatment with antiviral drugs
can select for the emergence of drug-resistant
variants.4

Unfortunately, there is no rodent model for HIV-1
vaccine development because primate lentiviruses
have a limited host range. HIV-1 can infect only
chimpanzees, gibbon apes and pig-tailed macaques.
In these primates, it establishes persistent infection
but does not induce AIDS. Strains of the related
Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) that naturally
infect African sooty mangabeys without causing dis-
ease are also capable of infecting Asian rhesus
macaques (which are not a natural host), causing in
macaques an immunodeficiency disease which
closely resembles human AIDS.5 HIV-2, which is pre-
valent in West Africa, is genetically closer to SIV than
is HIV-1, and is associated with a slower rate of
progression to AIDS.

The time from primary infection with HIV-1 until

the onset of AIDS is of the order of 10 years or more.
During this long asymptomatic phase, infected sub-
jects mount an immune response against the virus.
Antibody against different viral components is detect-
able but is not fully neutralizing, as infectious virus is
detectable in plasma at all stages of disease, although
the levels of virus are lower during the asymptomatic
phase. Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) specific for
HIV are also present at high frequency in the peri-
pheral blood, and appear before antibody during the
acute primary infection; their frequency declines later
in the course of infection.6 Memory CTL have also
been reported in the peripheral blood of seronegative
subjects who are at high risk of HIV infection.7 For all
these reasons, CTL are increasingly thought likely to
be an important component of the immune response
against the virus.

Because lentiviruses integrate their genomes per-
manently within the host chromosome, the principal
goal has been to develop a vaccine which elicits
'sterilizing immunity' capable of eradicating the virus
and preventing the establishment of persistent infec-
tion. To assess such protective immunity following
vaccination, animals are challenged with infectious
virus, typically by intravenous injection of 5-10
animal infectious doses of cell-free virus of the same
strain used in the vaccine. Because studies of vaccine
efficacy can only be carried out in primates, this
research is very expensive and the number of animals
used in each experiment is usually small (n = 1-4).
Although different vaccines have succeeded in pro-
tecting animals against live virus challenge as discus-
sed below, as yet there is only limited information in
crucial areas such as the duration of protection con-
ferred by current vaccines, their ability to protect
against virus transmitted through mucosal surfaces,
and most important, to confer protection against dif-
ferent virus strains. Interestingly, there is evidence
that following natural transmission (transplacental or
sexual) in human primary HIV-1 infection there is
strong selection in favour of certain HIV-1 variants
from among a diverse population of virus.8'9 Immune
responses directed against these viruses transmitted
in acute primary infection may be crucial to achieve
protection in humans.
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A variety of different vaccine strategies have been
investigated, including vaccines incorporating whole
killed virus, live attenuated virus, and genetically
engineered subunits of the virus, either as soluble
protein or expressed in a replicating vector such as
vaccinia virus.10 In chimpanzees, neither whole
killed HIV-1, nor HIV-1 envelope protein expressed
in vaccinia followed by booster injections of purified
envelope protein, have protected against subsequent
challenge with live HIV-1. However, repeated injec-
tion of purified HIV-1 envelope protein gp12O suc-
ceeded in achieving protection against live virus
challenge, apparently through induction of neutraliz-
ing antibody which prevents virus from infecting
cells.11 Similarly, passive immunization in chimpan-
zees by infusion of a strain-specific neutralizing
monoclonal antibody also conferred protection
against challenge with the same strain of virus.12 In
chimpanzees, it has also been possible to achieve
protection against virus-infected cells by vaccination
with a complicated schedule of different envelope
protein and peptide preparations.13 Live attenuated
HIV-1 vaccines (in which non-essential genes have
been deleted from the viral genome) are currently
under investigation in chimpanzees.

In the SIV-macaque model, it appeared that whole
killed SIV vaccines conferred protection against live
SIV challenge.14'15 However, both the vaccine virus
and the live challenge virus had been grown in the
same human cell line, and subsequently it became
clear that the vaccinated animals had mounted an
immune response against human cellular proteins
(particularly MHC molecules) that had been incorp-
orated into the virus particles in the vaccine, and that
this anti-human immunity protected the monkeys
against challenge with live pathogenic virus which
also contained the same human proteins.
Unfortunately, when challenged with live SIV which
had been grown in monkey cells, all of these same
vaccinated animals became infected.16 In contrast to
the chimpanzee experiments, in macaques repeated
injection of SIV envelope protein alone has failed to
confer protection. Initial vaccination with live replic-
ating vaccinia expressing SIV envelope protein fol-
lowed by booster doses of envelope protein has
succeeded in protecting macaques from live virus
challenge,17 although this approach has not been uni-
versally successful.

The most convincing protection against SIV in
macaques has been achieved using a live attenuated
virus, from which a non-essential regulatory gene
(called nef) had been deleted. In vitro, this genetically
modified virus shows similar replication to wild-type
SIV, but in vivo in macaques it establishes a persistent
infection with very low levels of viral replication
without inducing disease. Furthermore, a single dose
of the attenuated vaccine virus elicits immunity last-

ing for at least 2 years which is capable of protecting
animals against challenge with up to 1000 animal
infectious doses of live pathogenic SIV.18 The mech-
anism^) of this protective immunity are currently
under investigation. Notwithstanding the impressive
success of this live attenuated vaccine in macaques,
and the urgent need to contain the global HIV-1
pandemic, there remain important concerns about
the safety of a live attenuated virus capable of integ-
rating into the human genome, and which might pos-
sibly revert to the virulent form. The suggestion of
performing limited safety testing of a live attenuated
HIV-1 in high-risk uninfected human volunteers is
highly controversial.

To date, studies in humans have concentrated on
the immunogenicity of genetically engineered sub-
units of HIV-1 and, in particular, the envelope protein
gp120, with the intention of inducing neutralizing
antibody. Vaccines comprising recombinant envel-
ope protein, with or without initial inoculation of
vaccinia virus expressing the envelope protein, have
elicited antibodies against the envelope protein, but
neutralizing antibody has been directed principally
against the vaccine strain, not against other laborat-
ory-adapted HIV-1 strains; the titre of neutralizing
antibody has been disappointingly low against recent
clinical isolates of HIV.19 As regards induction of cell-
mediated immunity, these subunit vaccines can elicit
proliferation by CD4+ T helper lymphocytes in
response to HIV-1 antigens, and these CD4 cells may
be cytotoxic for HIV-infected cells; however, they
show little or no induction of CD8+ cytotoxic T
lymphocytes which are a feature of the host response
in natural infection.20

In the light of previous research in animal models,
and the failure of sera from vaccine recipients to
neutralize clinical isolates, there have been serious
doubts about the likely protective efficacy of current
recombinant gp120 vaccines, and proposed phase III
clinical trials of their efficacy in uninfected volunteers
in the USA have recently been suspended.21'22 As a
vaccine for human use seems at least 5 years away,
there have been calls for broader support for basic
research into HIV-1 pathogenesis,23'24 including the
capacity of some primates to control lentivirus rep-
lication successfully without developing disease.
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